Splicing factors associate with nuclear HCMV-IE transcripts after transcriptional activation of the gene, but dissociate upon transcription inhibition: evidence for a dynamic organization of splicing factors.
Before being transported to the cytoplasm, intron-containing pre-mRNAs have to be spliced somewhere in the cell nucleus. Efficient splicing requires an ordered assembly of splicing factors onto the pre-mRNAs. To accomplish this, intron containing genes may be preferentially localized at nuclear sites enriched for splicing factors or alternatively, splicing factors may circulate throughout the nucleus and have the ability to associate with randomly positioned nascent transcripts. Combined detection of HCMV-IE mRNA/DNA and splicing factors in rat 9G cells that can be induced for IE gene expression shows that IE genes are not associated with speckled regions enriched for splicing factors when transcriptionally inactive, but 'attract' splicing factors when transcriptionally activated. This process proved reversible after transcription inhibition. IE transcripts appeared to be retained near the transcription site in track-like domains by splicing factors associated with them until splicing has been completed. Double-hybridization experiments revealed that a substantial part of the accumulated transcripts contain a poly(A) tail suggesting that most, if not all, IE transcripts are polyadenylated at the site of transcription. These results indicate that RNA processing may occur independent of the position of the gene in the cell nucleus relative to speckle domains.